Georgian Gardens Primary School Key Stage 1 Remote Learning Planning Grid
Year 2, Week 2 (11/01/21)

Maths

Reading

Writing

Day 1
Position and movement –
turning clockwise and
anticlockwise. Physical
movement, and then
application to activities.
Read the poem ‘Portrait of
a Dragon’ (in the book
‘Dragon Poems’, John
Foster). Children have a go
at reading/acting out the
poem.

Read the poem ‘Anyone
seen my dragon?’ by
James Carter. Ask children
what the difference
between a poem and story
is.

Spelling/Handwriting

Children find rhyming
words.
Handwriting – focus on
descenders

Foundation Subjects
Active Challenge

Day 2
Position and movement –
turning clockwise and
anticlockwise. Referring to
fractions work and
thinking of half and
quarter turns.
Look at ‘Portrait of a
Dragon’ again.

Day 3
Telling the time – o’clock
and half past recap.

Day 4
Telling the time – quarter
past

Day 5
Telling the time – quarter
to

Look at ‘Portrait of a
Dragon’ again.

Children record
themselves reading a
story.

GS to record a story for the
children to listen to.

Big Question – What does
‘borrow the colours of the
world’ mean?

How could you describe
the colours of the
rainbow? E.g. “I’d use the
blues from the ocean to
paint the scales on his
back”.
Writing a poem in the style
of ‘Anyone seen my
dragon?’, but about a
different animal. Maybe
their pet? Or favourite
animal.

Writing a poem in the
same style, but this time
about a dragon, referring
back to their dragon
drawing from last week.

Finish poem, and SPAG
activity to go with it.

Rhyming words activities,
using phonics to support.

Spelling rule /el/

Spelling rule /el/

Spelling rule /el/

Handwriting – sentences
focus.

History
Features of a castle

Art
Castle drawings

Science
Materials investigations

Science
Materials investigations

MLT
Can you make a castle?

Paired catching – raid the
castle

Assault course

Challenge day

The golden ladder

Dance

